
Truck Ecu Remapping

The information that

truck manufacturers 

do not want you to know!



Major Truck manufacturers do not want you to know

this information because they make more profits by

selling you a higher spec vehicle.

Did you know that Truck manufacturers use the same

engine & Ecu in many vehicles but just decrease the

Bhp/Torque so they can take more money from you

for higher powered models?

HGV manufacturers optimise their engines for the

worldwide market and not for UK driving conditions.

If you don’t travel to the sub zero temperature of Siberia

or the searing temperature of Saudi, why have your

truck set up to do so? This is costing you money!!

99% of modern day vehicles can save

between 8 and 12% on annual fuel bills,

which means that you can make

approximately £6000 profit from just

one of our remaps!

ECU remapping can reduce your carbon footprint,

making your truck compliant with current and future

government regulations.

For a FREE quote ring: 0161 222 7996
Our expert team will assess whether
your vehicle would benefit from a
tailored truck remapping service.

Fuel prices have hit an all time high and are forecast to

continue rising indefinitely.

ECU remapping can improve BHP, Torque and give you

better load handling capabilities when you need it most.

Below are examples of manufacturers who use the

same engine and ECU, but charge more when it is

only the settings that are different:

DAF XF 95 12.6L XEC (Euro 2/3) Engine: Versions 430bhp-

480bhp-530bhp. All the same engine and ECU, just set up

differently to enable the manufacturers to increase the price for

a higher powered version.

SCANIA Series (P/R/T-Euro4)15.6L PDE V8 Engine: Versions

500bhp-560bhp-620bhp. All the same engine and ECU, just set

up differently to enable the manufacturers to increase the price

for a higher powered version.

VOLVO New FM12 12.0L 6Cil D12D (Euro 3) Engine: Versions

340 BHP-380bhp-420bhp. All the same engine and ECU, just

set up differently to enable the manufacturers to increase the

price for a higher powered version.



In todays current and

economic climate, there is

increased pressure on

companies that run vehicles

to reduce their costs and

their carbon footprint. The

question is, 

IS IT POSSIBLE TO DO BOTH?

It is now! Our high

specification remapping

service will reduce your fuel

bills by 8-12%! This is done by

replacing the current

programming of your vehicles

ECU and replacing it with a

bespoke programme that will

allow the engine to run more

efficiently whilst reducing its

CO2 emissions.

How Does ECU 
remapping Work?
All modern vehicles use sophisticated electronic control units (ECU) to manage

every aspect of the operation of the vehicle. The ECU, or the vehicle’s brain

controls the combustion process by constantly evaluating data from various

sensors and continually tries to optimise the engine’s efficiency under any given

set of conditions; heavy load, driver style, hot or cold engine condition and most

importantly, ambient air temperature, altitude and fuel quality.

Engines have to warm up, and cope with heavy loads and poor driving conditions

universally. However, fuel quality, ambient air temperature and altitude vary by

region, but manufacturers have to produce vehicles which work as standard

world wide. Having a standard set up compromises a vehicles full potential. A

remap will optimise your vehicle to work to the best of its ability in the specific

country in which it is running.

In the UK we have EU standard diesel (minimum cetane level 51), a temperate

climate without extreme heat or cold, and no high altitude driving to take into

consideration, so we can accurately tailor the engine to operate more efficiently

in the UK and Europe.

All our software is produced and fine tuned in order to

provide you with the optimum settings for your vehicle.

This allows us to meet any of our customers varied

requirements and means that we can demonstrate jaw

dropping results on one vehicle before rolling the service

out across the whole fleet.



A tailored service to fit around the needs of your
business

How long will the process take?

The whole process takes between 1-3 hours per vehicle, dependent on the manufacturer. We read

the vehicles standard software and save a copy of the standard file, should the vehicle need to be

returned to its standard state for any reason in the future. 

We will verify the software and make the requested amendments, before our engineer uploads the

new software setting back into the ECU. We will then take the vehicle on a test drive to ensure the

finished result is to your approval.

Mobile service

We appreciate that time is money and that you can’t afford to take your vehicle off the road so

with this in mind we offer a full mobile service. WE also offer a lifetime software & labour warranty.

To date we have never had a customer that hasn’t seen the promised benefits!

99% of modern HGV

vehicles can benefit

from this process.

Providing your vehicle has a,

“common rail,” diesel engine,

it is highly likely we can apply

our technology. 

Some vehicles will experience

higher fuel saving benefits

than others but on average

every vehicle would make

savings of around 8-12% on

their annual fuel bills.

Truck Ecu Remapping

I could not believe the increase in power after V12
remapped one of our 2006 DAF 85.340’s! It was like
a brand new truck. We wanted to monitor the mpg,
and within a month we worked out that we were
saving 10%, meaning that in just 2 months the cost of
the remap had paid for itself! We have recently had 4
additional DAF`s done and also a Volvo, and we are
intending on having our whole fleet done. Scott from
V12 came to the yard and had the trucks done within
the day, so it worked out well with the minimal down
time. Great, professional service & outstanding
results, I would freely recommend V12 truck
remapping to any owner, driver or company.
Nigel, White Reclamation, Eccles, Manchester

V12 came to remap one of my DAF
XF105.460’s near Manchester airport. 
The engineer was only here for 1 hour but 
I must say my truck now runs like a train!
the torque increase is unbelievable when
travelling up hill with a full load, and im only
needing to change half gears instead of
full a lot of the time. I’m also saving 1.2mpg
which is a lot of money these days with the
price of diesel. They will definitely be
coming back to do my 2 Volvo trucks
within the next couple of months.
Glen,Tranzfast Logistica, Manchester Airport



Would ECU Remapping affect the manufacturer’s
warranty of my vehicle?

Many of the trucks that we deal with on a day to
day basis are older trucks that are no longer
under warranty. However, for newer trucks, the
manufacturer still has to maintain the majority of
their warranty (after all, you have paid for it;
approximately £1800 of the price of a vehicle is to
cover its warranty!).

The warranty you currently have will still cover all non-ECU
related issues. In the unlikely event that your modified ECU
should fail-or your vehicle should incur any other ECU related
problems-our insurance (underwritten by Norwich Union) will
cover any repairs or replacement parts.

Manufacturers are now starting to realise this technology is
solid, reliable, and does indeed make the savings that we
claim, without any detriment to the performance or reliability of
their vehicles.

What about insurance?

We advise that it is your responsibility to inform

your insurance Company of any modification to

your vehicle. We are finding that more and more

insurance companies are not penalising their

customers for saving fuel and recognise our

economy upgrades. We can provide a certificate

of conformity if required and can also provide

you with a range of insurance companies that

can provide competitive quotes for your vehicle.

Our re-mapping process enhances and optimises the power

of the engine within safe limits, not beyond them. Extra

power will also result in fewer gear changes. Manufacturers

have to build in a tolerance for the parts in the engine, to

manage the effect of wear and tear, production variations,

and to ensure their warranty claims during their warranty

period normally 3 years, are kept to a minimum.

Every job we do comes with a lifetime software & labour

warranty.

Your peace of mind is our Number 1 concern

Truck Ecu Remapping

An example:
A medium powered truck covering 90,000 miles per year
will consume around 11,538 gallons (52,384L) of fuel at a
typical 7.8mpg.

With ECU remapping, the mpg figure will improve by 12%,
changing the statistics to;

A truck covering 90,000 miles per year will consume around
10,297 gallons (46,750L) of fuel at a typical 8.74mpg

Note the annual saving of 5634L fuel/£6500 per
truck!! (fuel price calculated at £1.15 exclude VAT).



Key points of our service:

Apart from an obvious power increase, and torque/fuel

economy benefits, here are a few other advantages of

having one of our remaps:

• The remap is carried out usually within the hour, via the OBD (onboard

diagnostic socket)

• We offer a mobile service for your convenience, meaning we can provide

this service at your work or home, or any other place that is best for you

• Nothing needs to be connected or activated following our service-just start

the engine and start enjoying the benefits!

• No loose boxes or wiring flexes in the engine compartment

• Torque is soft and smooth

• Torque is adjusted/limited on the lower gears to avoid transmission damage

• Boost pressure and air flow is optimised

• We keep a copy file of the original settings should there be a time when you

require your vehicle be returned to its original state

• On board computer displays the correct fuel consumption

• Anti skid programme(ESP) function is fully retained

• Torque reduction when shifting gear is retained, for ultimate comfort and

durability

• Regeneration/emptying of diesel particle filter is retained

• You will get the correct calculation of exhaust temperature and service interval

• The diagnostic system is retained

• No increase in NOx, HC, CO, CO2 and soot emissions in comparison to

standard settings, which can effect the outcome of your MOT or service

Truck Ecu Remapping

Prices:

Prices range from as little as £299.00

Your competitors are saving money and enjoying

other benefits! Call 0161 222 7996 and you

can too!

For larger fleets we are happy to discuss

discounts and initial test prices.

Tel: 0161 222 7996

Mobile Engineer contact: 07947 734558

Email: www.v12chiptuning.com

or visit: enquiries@v12chiptuning.com     

V12 Chip Tuning & ECU Remapping 

@v12chiptuning

All the equipment we use is TUV approved

As long
as you own the
truck, you are
also covered by
our LIFETIME
Software &
Labour
Warranty. 

C
all for 

lim
ited

introductory

offers!


